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An Erd6s-Rado type canonizing theorem for finite graphs and hypergraphs is proven. We 
discuss ordered as well as unordered hyl~rgraphs. 
Basic notations 
(1) Small letters k, l, m, n, . . .  denote nonnegative integers, resp. finite ordinals. 
For convenience, k is (at the same time) the nonnegative integer k and the 
k-element set k = {0 , . . . ,  k - 1}. The set of all nonnegative integers is denoted by 
N. 
(2) IX] k ={Yc_XJJYJ = k} is the set of k-element subsets of X. 
(3) Let X be totally ordered. For Jc_k, possibly J=0,  and Y~[X]  k, say 
Y = {ao, •. •, ak-1} with a0 < al <- • - < ak-t, Y:./= {a~ [i ~ J} denotes the J-subset 
of Y. 
(4) Let (Ti)i~r be a family of positive integers, where I is a finite set. An ordered 
hypergraph of type -~ = (~h)~i s a pair G = (X, g), where X (the set of vertices) is 
a totally ordered set and ~ =(g i )~ is such that gi ~[X]  v, (g~ is the set of 
v~-edges and possibly T~ = %)- 
For convenience, the underlying order on X is not mentioned explicitly. 
However, two ordered hypergraphs G=(X,  g)  and G* =(X*,  ~g*) of type ~ are 
isomorphic iff there exists a strictly ascending bijection ~o :X--> X* such that 
E~ iff ~[E I~ 
for every i e I and every E e [X] ~,. JGJ denotes the number of vertices of G, i.e. 
IGI = IXl. 
The ordered hypergraph (Y, g v) with vertex-set Y_cX (with the order com- 
ing from X), is a subhypergraph of (X, g) if[ g~= g, O[Y] ~, for all ieI. (Y, ~gv) 
is spanned by Y. 
The binomial coefficient (~) denotes the set of all ordered subhypergraphs of G 
which are isomorphic to H. 
(5) Throughout this paper every hypergraph is a hypergraph of type ~, where ~/ 
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is arbitrary but fixed. Note that q = (2) corresponds to graphs and q = (t) corres- 
ponds to t-uniform hypergraphs. 
(6) Every hypergraph in this paper is a finite hypergraph, i.e. having a finite set 
of vertices. 
1. Inl~iuct ion 
In 1950 Erd6s and Rado proved the following theorem, which is usually known 
as the Erdfs-Rado canonization theorem: 
Theorem A ([2]). For every pair k and m of positive integers there exists a positive 
integer n with the following property: 
for every mapping A : [ n ]k __> ~ there exists an m-element subset X ~ [ n ]" and a 
(possibly empty) subset J ~_ {0, . . . ,  k -1}  such that 
A(Y)= zx(z) iff v :1= z:1 
holds for all Y, Z ~ [X] k. 
Note that Theorem A strengthens Ramsey's theorem remarkably. For, if we 
restrict to mappings A :[n] k --->{0, 1}, then necessarily J=¢  (provided that 
m > k + 1), hence all k-tuples of X are mapped onto the same element. 
During the last years, considerable ffort has been made in order to establish 
induced versions of Ramsey's theorem for graphs and hypergraphs, el. [3 ]. These 
investigations culminated with the results of Abramson and Harrington, and 
Ne~etiil and R/Sdl: 
Theorem B ([ 1, 5 ]). For every pair G and H of ordered hypergraphs there exists an 
ordered hypergraph F with the following property: 
for every mapping zl : (~) ---> {0, 1} there exists a G-subhypergraph G* ~ (~) such 
that A(/-/*) = A(/-/**) holds for all H*, H** ~ (~*). 
In this paper we prove a canonizing version of Theorem B, i.e. we strengthen 
Theorem B much in the same way, how the Erd6s-Rado canonizing theorem 
strengthens Ramsey's theorem. 
Moreover, we can specify the structure of the hypergraph F in terms of 
forbidden subobjects. And this, in fact, is due to the following powerful theorem 
of Ne~eff'il and R6dl [5 ]: 
~ n .  A hypergraph (X, ~) is irreducible, if for every pair x, y ~ X of vertices 
there exists an edge E~l,.Ji~x~gi with {x, y}c_R. 
Let g be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. By Forb(,,) we denote the set of 
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hypergraphs F not containing any hypergraph of ,z as a subhypergraph, i.e. (~) = O 
for every H ~ ,z. 
Theorem C ([5]). Let z~ be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. For every pair G 
and H in Forb(a) there exists an F ~ Forb(a) with the following property: 
for every mapping A" (~) ---> {0, 1} there exists a G-subhypergraph G* ~ (F) such 
that A(H*) = A(H**) holds for all H*, H** ~ (~*). 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we consider canonizing partition 
theorems for ordered hypergraphs, in Section 3 the corresponding results for 
unordered hypergraphs are mentioned. Section 4 contains proofs of our results. 
2. Canonizing theorems for ordered hypergraphs 
In order to state the canonizing partition theorem for finite graphs and 
hypergraphs, which actually is a canonizing version of Theorem C, we introduce 
the following notation: 
Notation. Let H = (X, g) be a hypergraph and let J ~_ {0, . . . ,  IXI- 1} be a (possi- 
bly empty) subset. H:J  denotes the subhypergraph of H which is spanned by X:J, 
i.e. H:J  = (X:J, ~gx:J). 
Theorem 1. Let a. be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. For every pair G and H 
in Forb(~) there exists an F ~ Forb(~) with the following property: 
for every mapping A" (~) ---> N there exists a G-subhypergraph G* ~ (~) and there 
exists a subset J ~ {0, . . . ,  IHI-1} such that 
A(H*) = A(H**) iff H*: J  = H**: J  
for all H*, H** e (~*). 
This theorem has also been proven by Negeff-il and R6dl (unpublished). With 
respect o IHI = 1, that is for mappings A which are defined on vertices, as well as 
for mappings defined in edges in graphs, el. [4]. 
Basically, our proof proceeds by induction on IHI. For IHI = 1 we use the 
result from [4]. The inductive step requires various applications of Theorem C. 
The next result canonizes mappings which are defined simultaneously on all 
subhypergraphs of G. 
Notation. For hypergraphs G we denote by SUB~ the collection of all sub- 
hypergraphs of G. 
Theorem 2. Let ~ be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. For every hypergraph 
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G ~ Forb(~) there exists a hypergraph F~ Forb(~) with the following property: 
For every mapping A : Ut-r~stmo (~) ~ ~ there exists a G-subhypergraph G* ~ (~) 
and for every H ~ SUBo there exists a subset ~m ~_ {0, . . . ,  IH[-  1}, such that for all 
Ho, H~ ~ SUBG either 
G ~ A(H*)# A(H*) for all H* ~(~* o) and all I-~I E(~I), 
or 
A(H*)= A(H~*) iff H~:J  (H°)= H~:J "(r~) 
for alI H*  G* ~* ~(Ho) and all H*e(H1). 
Note that for 1-1o"1tl necessarily the second alternative holds. Also, if 
H0:J<rro~Hl:J ~rr~), then the first alternative holds. As a corollary we obtain a 
strengthening of the Erd/Ss-Rado canonizing theorem, viz. an iterated version, 
which has been established in [7 ]. 
CoroUm% For every positive integer m there exists a positive integer n with the 
following property: 
for every mapping A : U l ,k , , ,  [ n ]t: ~ N there exists an m-element subset X ~ [ n ]" 
and for every 1 ~ k <~ m there exists a subset 2 ~k) ~_ {0, . . . ,  k - 1} such that for all 
1 ~ k <<- l <~ m either 
or 
A(Y)#A(Z)  for all Ys [X]  k and all Ze[X]  ~, 
zi(Y) = A(Z) iff y:j~k) = Z:~z) 
for all Y~[X]  k and all Z~[X]  ~. 
Proo|. Consider the type (1 , . . . ,  m) and let G be the hypergraph with vertex set 
m and edges ~i = [ m ]i. [] 
As one easily observes, none of the patterns on SUB6 given by Theorem 2 may 
be omitted without violating the assertions. Hence, we found a minimal set of 
patterns uch that every mapping A is canonized on some G-subhypergraph by 
one of these patterns. 
Moreover, these patterns are necessary. This is due to the fact, that for each 
such pattern and every F a mapping A can be defined in such a way that for every 
G-subhypergraph G*e (g) the mapping A behaves on SUBo. as prescribed by 
the pattern. I.e. the set of all necessary patterns (equivalence r lations) forms a 
canonizing set, el. [6], where general definitions and further examples of these 
concepts are given. 
A slight iteration of the ideas behind Theorem 2 yields the following 'monster 
canonizing theorem': 
"l~eorem 3. Let ~ be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. For every hypergraph 
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G e Forb(z~) and for every positive: integer r there exists a hypergraph F~ Forb(a) 
with the following property: 
for every r-tuple 
A~" U (F)---~F~, i<r  
HESUB G 
of mappings, there exists a G-subhypergraph G* ~ (~) and for every i < r and every 
H e SUBo there exists a set ~r~) ~ {0, . . . ,  IHI- 1}, such that [or all Ho, H1 ~ SUB~ 
and all 0 ~ i ~ j < r either 
G~ t 
a,(H*)~ aj(H*) for all l-l*oo E (~*o) and all t-1"11 e (~l ), 
Or 
A,(Ho*) = Zii(H*~) i~ H* :~ Ho) = H*~:~ rq) 
G* for all H'~ ~ (~*o) and all H*I ~ (r-r~). 
3. CanoniTin~ theorem~ for unordered hypergraphs 
So fax we considered canonizing partition theorems for ordered hypergraphs. 
And, in a sense, ordered hypergraphs axe most appropriate for these kind of 
investigations. The reason is given by the ErdSs-Rado canonizing theorem, resp. 
by Theorem 1: with the aid of the underlying ordering the canonizing patterns axe 
described most easily. With respect o unordered hypergraphs the situation is not 
that satisfactory. However, from Theorem 3 a canonizing partition theorem for 
unordered hypergraphs can be inferred. 
Convention. For the remainder of this section, 'hypergraph' means 'unordered 
hypergraph'. The binomial coefficient (~), denoting the (unordered) G- 
subhypergraphs of F, is essentially defined as before, analogously, Forb(a) is the 
set of (unordered) hypergraphs not containing any hypergraph G ~ a. Ordered 
hypergraphs axe explicitly written as (/7, ~<), where <~ is the ordering on the vertex 
set of/7, and the binomial coefficient (~.~-.) denotes the set of ordered (G, <~*)- 
subhypergraphs of (F, <~). 
Notation. For (unordered) hypergraphs G we denote by ORD(G) the collection 
of all ordered versions of G, where isomorphic orderings are identified. 
Before we state the full result, let us consider an example. Let G = C5 be the 
pentagon and let H be the graph ~ .Then 
/ ,2  2""1 ORD(/-/)= <12,1  0, . 
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Obviously, for every graph F we can impose an ordering ~< on its vertices and, 
instead of mappings a : (~) ~ ~, consider mappings 
IF, \ 
\ "2/ \ "o/ 
a2: o}- N 
\1/ 
From Theorem 3 then we infer the possible patterns with respect o (G, ~<*) 
ORD(G). However, we are free to choose the ordering on G, and this yields the 
final result. 
Notation. Let F and G be unordered hypergraphs, let (G, <~)~ ORD(G) be an 
ordered version of G and let G*~ (~) be an (unordered) G-subhypergraph of F. 
We can order G* in such a way, that (G*, ~<*) is isomorphic to (G, ~<). By abuse 
1= of language, we write (G*, <~)~(~,~) indicating that G*~(~) and (G*, ~<) is 
ordered like (G, <~). 
Theorem 4. Let a, be a set of irreducible (unordered) hypergraphs and let G and H 
be in Forb(,z). Then there exists an unordered hypergraph F ~ Forb(~) with the 
following property: 
for every mapping A : (~) ~ N there exist the following items: 
(~) for every ordered version (H, ~<*)~ORD(H) there exists a subset J'~*~_ 
{0, . . . ,  In l -  1}, 
([3) for every ordered version (G, ~<)~ORD(G) there exists a subhypergraph 
(o*, 
such that for all pairs (H, ~<*), (H, <~**)~ORD(H) one of the following two 
alternatives i valid for all (G*, <~): 
(i) A (H*, ~<*)~ A(H**, <~**) for all (H*, <-*)~ (~*~) and all (H**, <-**) 
(FI,G *, ~ "~ ~** ! o r  
(ii) A(H*, <~*) = A(H**, <~**) i f /  (H*, ~<*):J~* =(H**, <~**):2 ~** for all 
(H*, 4*) ~ ~H,~*J and all (H**, j = ~.~,~**). 
Note that, in contrast to ordered hypergraphs, with respect to unordered 
hypergraphs the canonizing patterns are not necessary. But the possible patterns 
are determined by ORD(H) and ORD(G). 
Additionally, as an immediate corollary, we obtain a characterization, for which 
(unordered) hypergraphs G and H there exists a hypergraph F such that 
F--+ ( G)~. 
Corollary. Let a. be a family of irreducible (unordered) hypergraphs and let G and 
H be hypergraphs in Forb(~). Then there exists a hypergraph F with F ~ (G)~ iflf 
for some ordering <~* of the vertices of G there exists at most one (H, <~) ~ ORD(H) 
with (~.~*) 5~ •. 
And if such a hypergraph F exists at all, then there is such an F ~ Forb(~). 
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From this a complete description of those H, for which a Ramsey type theorem 
is valid can be easily deduced. In particular, a Ramsey type theorem with respect 
to H (unordered) is valid if IORD(H)I = 1, i.e. up to isomorphism there is 
precisely one way of ordering H. Note, that the condition IORD(H)I = 1 is 
sufficient, but in general it is not necessary. 
4. Proofs 
Notation. Let H be an ordered hypergraph on k vertices, say Xo < Xl <" " " < Xk--1 
are the vertices in increasing order. Let 0~<i <k. By H+ i we denote the 
hypergraph on k + 1 vertices resulting from H by adding an additional vertex ~0i 
with x~ <o~ <x~+~ and for each edge E of H with x~ ~E adding the edge 
(E U {~0,})\{x~t. 
Recall that (H+i ) : ( (k+l ) \{ i+ l})=H and (H+i):((k+l)\{i})-~H, i.e. the 
additional vertex oi plays the same role as x~. 
The canonizing Ramsey arrow F---~* (G) H abbreviates the following statement: 
for every mapping A:(~)--->N there exists a G-subhypergraph G*~ (~) and 
there exists a subset J _  {0, . . . ,  [HI- 1} such that for all H*, H** e (~*) it follows 
that a (H*)= a(H**)  ill H*:J=H**:J. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let z~ be a family of irreducible hypergraphs. We show by 
induction on [HI, that for every G, H~Forb(~z) there exists some F~Forb(~z) 
satisfying F --~* (G) rI. 
For [HI = 1 this has been proven already by Ne~etlil and R/Sdl [4, Theorem 3.2, 
p. 184] using probabilistic means. 
Next let He  Forb(~) be a hypergraph on k vertices and assume by induction 
that Theorem 1 is valid for all hypergraphs on k - 1 vertices. Let G ~ Forb(g). We 
construct an F~Forb(,z) satisying F--~* (G) H as follows: 
(1) Let Ho, H1,. . .  ,I-~-1 be an enumeration of (~). For every v<s we enlarge 
G adding vertices toi', i < k, and edges in such a way, that the subhypergraph 
spanned by the vertices of Hv plus vertex to~' is isomorphic to H + i. 
Let us call the resulting hypergraph (~. As ,z is a family of irreducible 
hypergraphs, H+ i eForb(g). And as the vertices to~" are mutually independent, 
also (~ ~Forb(~z). Let the index set i be such that t~: i= G. 
(2) For every pair 0~</~ <v<s we denote by A(t~, v) the subhypergraph of G 
spanned by the vertices of H~ plus the vertices of Hr. Let the index set I(/x, v) be 
such that A(/x, v):I(~, v )=H,  and let the index set /(/x,v) be such that 
A = 
(3) Let the hypergraph B ~Forb(~z) be such that for every family of mappings 
A,~" B {0,1}, where 0~<tx<v<s, there exists a G-subhypergraph (~*~ 
(g) such that A~(A*)= ** . A~, v (A ) for every 0 ~</z < v < s and all A*, A** 
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(A(~v))- Such a hypergraph exists according to repeated applications of Ne~eti-il's 
and R6dl's Theorem C. 
(4) Let the hypergraph DeForb(,z)  be such that (BD)¢¢ and such that 
D-->* (t~) H:(k\t~) for every 0~ < i < k. Such a hypergraph exists according to the 
inductive assumption. 
(5) Let the hypergraph F~ Forb(~) be such that for every family A~ :(HV+~)---> 
{0, 1}, where 0~<i <k,  there exists a D-subgraph D*e  (g) such that ~(E* )= 
Ai(E**) for every O<~i<k and all E*,E**e(~:~). Such a hypergraph exists 
according to repeated applications of Negeffil and RSdl's Theorem C. 
We claim that F --->* (G) r~. In order to verify this, let A : (r~) ---> ~1 be an arbitrary, 
but fixed mapping. 
(6) For every i < k define a mapping A~ : (rrF+~) ---> {0, 1} by 
0 if A(E:((k+l)\{i}))=A(E:((k+l)\{i+l})), 
A~(E)= 1 otherwise. 
According to (5) there exists a D-subhypergraph D*~ (~) such that ~. (E*)= 
Ai(E**) for every 0~ < i < k and all E*, E** ~ (r~i)- 
We distinguish two cases, which will be handled separately: 
D* Case 1. For some 0 ~< i < k the restriction Ai] (~+~) is constant in 0; 
D* Case 2. All restrictions ~. ] (~+~) are constant in 1. 
D* D*  (7) Case 1. Consider the mapping V:(H:(k\ti~))-'->~, where A, ] (~+,) is con- 
stant in 0, which is defined by V(H*:(k\{i}))=A(H*) for every H*~(~' ) ;  
without loss of generality we can assume that each H:(k \{i}) subhypergraph of
D* is contained in some H-subhypergraph. Recall that V is well-defined, as 
D* A~ ] (~÷~) is constant in 0. 
According to (4) there exists a (~-subhypergraph G* ~ (r~*) and there exists a 
subset J _~{0, . . . ,  k -2}  such that V(H*:(k\{i})) =V(H**:(k\{i}))  itI 
(H*:(k\{i})):J=(H**:(k\{i})):J holds for all H* ,H**e(~*) .  Let J _  
{0 , . . . , k - I}  be such that (H:(k\{i})):J=H:J and let G*=0* : I  (cL (1)). 
According to the choice of V then it follows for all H*,H** in (~*) that 
A(H*)=A(H**) itt V(H*:(k\{i}))=V(H**:(k\{i})) ift (H*:(k\{i})):J= 
(H**:(k \{i})):J itt H*:J = H**: J .  In other words: G* and J satisfy the desired 
properties. 
(8) Case 2. We shall show that there exists a G-subhypergraph G* such that 
A ] (~*) is a one-to-one mapping. For every 0 ~< ~ < v < s consider the mapping 
A , : ~ , ) )  ----> {0, 1} which is defined by 
A,.~(a)= / 0 if A(A'I(lx, v))=A(A:J(Ix, v)), 
1 otherwise 
According to (4) and (3) there exists a (~-subhypergraph t~* e(~*) such that 
A~v ] (A~) )  is a constant mapping for every 0 ~< ~ < v < s. 
(9) We claim that each such restriction is consmt  in 1. For, assume to the 
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contrary that /t~.~ ] (A(,.,)) is constant in 0. Pick any A(/~, v)-subhypergraph 
G* G~ = A ~(A(~.~)), where G*: i  (el. (1)). 
Then A(A:I(i.~,v))=/t(A:J(lx, v)), but, of course, A:I( l~,v)#A:J( l~,v),  as 
/~<v. Say that the ith vertex of A:J(/~, v) does not belong to A:I(/~, v). 
According to the construction of ¢~, there exists a vertex co, not a vertex of A, 
such that the hypergraph E spanned by oJ plus the vertices of (A :J(~, v)) is an 
H+ i-subhypergraph of G* with E:((k + 1)\{i + 1}) = A :J(~, v), and, additionally, 
replacing in A the ith vertex of A:J(~, v) by ~o, again yields an A(~, v)- 
subhypergraph, call it A*. 
Then A* :I(lz, v) = A :I(t~, v). And A*:J(/~, v) = E:((k + 1)\{i}). 
According to the choice of Cr* then /t(A:I(g,,v))=/t(A:J(~,z,)) and 
/t(A*:I(~, v))=/t(A*: J (~,  v)). Hence/t(E:( (k  +1)\{i})) =/t(E:((k + 1)\{i + 1})), 
but this contradicts the general assumption of Case 2. 
~* G* 0" : I ,  is a one-to-one (10) From (9) we infer that A ] (H), where = 
mapping, hence put J = k and Theorem 1 is proved. [] 
Lennna 1. Let ~ be a family of irreducible hypergraphs and let Ho,/-/1, G 
Forb(,z). Then there exists F ~ Forb(~z) with the following property: 
for every pair A o : (r~o) --> N and/tl" (~) "-> ~ of one-to-one mappings there exists 
a O-subhypergraph G*~ (~) such that either 
(3* G* /to(H*)#/t~(H*) for all H*e(rro) and H* e(H,), 
or  
Ho~-H1 and/to(H*)=/tl(H*) for all H* ~ t~*a t,][-[o J . 
Proof. In a sense, the construction of F is similar to the construction i the proof 
of Theorem 1. Let Ho, HI and G be given. 
(1) Let /-/~o,..., H~ -1 be an enumeration of (r~o) and let/-/~1,...,/-Px -1 be an 
enumeration of (~1)- For every 0~ </z <s  and every 0~ < v < t enlarge G adding 
vertices v[ ~, 0~<i<[Ho[ and w~', 0~<]<[HI[ and edges in such a way, that the 
subhypergraphs spanned by H~ plus vertex v~, resp. ~ plus vertex w~', are 
isomorphic to H0 + i, resp./-/1 + j. Let us call the resulting hypergraph t~. As in the 
proof of Theorem 1, 0 ~Forb(~z). Let the index set I be such that (~:1= G. 
(2) For every pair (/x, v), 0~ < ~ < s and 0~ < v < t, we denote by A(/~, v) the 
subhypergraph of G spanned by the vertices of H~ plus the vertices of/-/~1. Let 
the index set I(~, v) be such that A(~, v)'I(tz, v )=Hg and let the index set 
J(~, v) be such that A (t~, v) "J(t~, v) =/-/~. 
(3) Let the hypergraph F eForb(~) besuch that for every family A~.v" v 
{0,1}, where 0<~/x<s and 0~<v<t, there exists a ¢~-subhypergraph ¢~*~(~) 
o* such that a~v(A*)= A~(A**) for every /~, v and all A*, A**e  (A(~v))- Such a 
hypergraph again exists according to repeated applications of Theorem C. 
We claim that F has the desired properties. Let & :(r~)--->N, i =0,  1, be 
arbitrary, but fixed one-to-one mappings. 
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For every {z, v with 0~ < {x <s,  0~ < v < t consider the mapping /t.~ 
{0, 1} which is defined by 
a~(A)={~ otherwise.ifa°(A'I(W'v))=adA:J(W'v))' 
F "C,(~v)) --, 
Let G*e  (~) be such that each restriction av,~ ] (a(~)) is a constant mapping. 
O* We claim that for every ix, v with H~#/-/~ the restriction A ] (A(~.~>) is 
constant in 1. This may be seen essentially as under (9) of the pre~g proof. 
Thus the lernma is proved at least for Ho ~#/-/1, as then H~ :fi H~ for all ix, v. 
Next we consider the case Ho ~/-/1. Then s = t and we may assume that 
/-/~o =/-/~1 for every O<~v<s. Hence A(0, 0) ~A(1,  1)=- - • =A(s -1 ,  s -  1) and all 
mappings A~,~ agree. If Ao,o, and thus every z~,~, is such that the restriction 
O* Zlo.o ] (A(0.0)) is constant in 0, then Ao = Ax and the second alternative holds. 
In any case, G*= G*:I  satisfies all requirements. [] 
Lemma 2. Let a. be a family of irreducible hypergraphs and let Ho,/-/1, G • 
Forb(z~). Then there exists F e Forb(~) with the following property: 
for every pair/to: (~o) --> t~ and A~ : (~r,) ~ N of (arbitrary) mappings there exists 
a G-subhypergraph G* ~ (g) and there exist subsets Jo ~-{0,. . . ,  IH01-1) and 
J~ ___ (0 , . . . ,  In l l -  1} such that 
(i) Ai(H*) = 4(/-/**) i f fH*:~ = /-/**:J~ for i = 0, 1 and all H*, H* * ~ (~*),~ and 
(ii) either Zio(I~o)# zlx(I-~) for all Fl*oo~(~o) and all ~ e(~), or Ao(/~o)= 
A~(H~) if//-~o:2o = H'~:Jx for all I~o E (~* o) and all I-I~l E (g*~). 
Proof. Let B ~Forb(,z) be according to Lemma 1 with respect to G and all 
possible pairs Ho:Jo, Hi:J1, where Jo ~ _ {0 , . . . ,  IH01-1) and J1 ~_ (0, . . . ,  Ind -  1). 
Let D ~Forb(~) be such that D--->* (B)~ and let F eForb(,z) be such that 
F---~* (D) r~l. Such hypergraphs exist according to Theorem 1. 
We claim that F has the desired properties. 
Let ~ :(~)--->N, i =0, 1, be arbitrary mappings. Then there exists a B- 
subhypergraph B* e (~) and there exist subsets Jo and Jt such that (i) is satisfied 
for all/fro, resp./-/1 subhypergraphs of B*. 
• B*  Next define one-to-one mappings A* (~: j , )~ ~ such that Zi*(/-/~i :Ji)= ~-(/-/~i) 
for every ~ ~ (~)  and apply Lemma 1. [] 
Proof of Theorcma 2. Iterate Lemma 2 with respect o G and all pairs/fro,/-/1 e 
SUBG. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3. Again, iterate Lemma 2. [] 
of " l f l l t~  4. Let (/7, ~<)~Forb(ORD(z0) be such that Theorem 3 is 
satisfied with respect to the disjoint union of all ordered versions (G, ~<)~ 
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ORD(G) of G. Then the unordered hypergraph F~Forb(,z) has the desired 
properties. [] 
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